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Collisional redistribution of polarized radiation for 
Sr-Ar(He) systems: a numerical comparison of the 
semiclassical decoupling/locking model to exact results 
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AbslracL Semiclassical formulations d mllisional redistribution at plar ized radiation are 
presented a t  Leveral levels of approximation, from hrll dassical path mupled equations 
to the bckingtdecoupling madel. These are numerically tested against Ule results of 
a quantum mechanical mupled-channels formalism. bj the mmparision of polarization 
awes in t o l h  spectral wings d the S~('S.-'PI) mnsitian, with Ar and He a mllisional 
penurbers. It ir found that the locking/decoupling modcl a n  dten p d u c e  good 
agreement with a a c t  results if the &ecu due U) trajectories and multiple Condon 
pints are r a t e d  properly. Significant discrepancies due U) b e  Candon approximation 
used bj the model are =en in the near Hue wing of the spectra and attributed U) 
antistatic elfects. A clear analysis al these effects and the tule of ambiguities introduced 
by the lockingldecoupling radius iv possible bj a comparison with classical p t h  methods 
in which !he effecls of radiative mupling and of mlalional decoupling an be Lested 
separately with a high degree of accuracy. 

1. Introduction 

When polarized radiation is absorbed during a collision or half-collision, the atomic 
fluorescence occurring after the fragments separate exhibits depolarization. This re- 
distribution of polarized radiation can be used as a probe for long-range potentials, 
and the transition regime between atomic and molecular domains [l-51. Although a 
quantum mechanical cuupled-channels formalism has been developed to describe and 
numerically treat this redistribution process in atom-atom collisions [6, 7, investiga- 
tors often me semiclassical models to explain and visualize the underlying causes of 
observed effects. One popular model is the lockingldecoupling model suggested by 
Lewis el al [SI. In this picture, the depolarization is due to the rotation of excited 
orbitals which are locked for a time to the internuclear axis, but then suddenly remain 
space-fixed at  some decoupling radius [S, 91. In earlier work by Cooper the validity 
of this model was discussed and compared for the Sr-Ar case with several numerical 
methods using straight-line paths [lo]. Even with a crude mimicking of true trajecto- 
ries by two straight-line segments, it has been shown that curved trajectories have a 
significant effect on the polarization in this model [ll]. It is clear that accurate clas- 
sical paths are needed in general for a successful modelling of depolarization data in 
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optical collisions, as was found in alkali rare-gas systems [12]. Yet, even with accurate 
classical-path trajectories, it has not been clear how accurately semiclassical models 
o n  predict redistribution. The purpose of this paper is to explore this issue. 

We present, in the following, the detailed equations required to compute polariza- 
tion curves from accurate trajectories within the bckingidecoupling model. After that, 
we set down the full classical path, radiatively coupled equations that describe redistri- 
bution, and discuss the approximations that lead from them to the locking/decoupling 
model of orbital rotation. This includes an 'exact' way of determining the decou- 
pling radius in the context of the model's assumptions. Numerical polarization curves 
are displayed and discussed for the red and blue spectral wings of the S I ( ' S ~ - ~ P ~ )  
transition, for both AI and He collision partners at several energies. The numeri- 
cal results for various levels of semiclassical approximation and for different choices 
of decoupling criteria are compared with the results obtained from 'exact' quantum 
computations. 

R J Bleniek et al 

2. Ihe semiclassical lockingldecoupling radius model 

The main improvement in the present semiclassical model is that true trajectories 
were used to compute the rotation angle of the excited electronic orbital. Under 
the bckingidecoupling radius model, this is the same angle through which the in- 
ternuclear axis rotates from the excitation point to the decoupling point, where it k 
assumed there is a sudden transition from molecular to atomic domains. In this view, 
the colliding atoms initially travel along the ground molecular state potential, and 
then suddenly fmd themselves on an excited molecular state potential if they absorb 
a photon at one of the allowed Condon points (R,), where a vertical transition may 
occur. 'llese p in t s  R,(6), which depend upon detuning 6 from the tine centre, sat- 
isfy AV,(R,) - AV,(m) = hc6, where AV,(R) = V,(R) - V,(R)  is the potential 
difference between the ground state i and the excited s state. The electronic orbital 
then rotates with the internuclear axis as the collision continues on the excited po- 
tential, until the colliders are separated by some decoupling radius Rdc. The excited 
orbital then suddenly ceases to rotate with the internuclear axis, and maintains its 
space-fixed orientation throughout the remainder of the collision, until the Sr atom 
fluoresces at the 460.7 nm line ('So-'P1). As far as the mlliders are concerned, they 
are merely travelling along one continuous surface, which is comprised of the ground- 
and excited-state potentials cut and patched together along the transitional cut. 

Since the excited surface is spherically symmetric, we can use well known formulae 
for the central potentials to compute the rotation angle Q,(b,,R,) which depends 
upon the equivalent impact parameter 6, of the final state, the initial rotation radius 
R, = min(R,, R,,), the excited potential surface s, and the decoupling radius Rdc. 
It also depends upon whether excitation 0u)urs on the incoming or outgoing part Of 
the trajectory. The rotation angles for incoming (Q:) and outgoing (52;) rotation 
angles on excited molecular state s are given by 

(1) 
Q:(b,, R,) = 2 e , ( b ,  3 R:) - @,(b,, 

Q z ( b j  2 R,) = 

- e s ( b ,  > Rdc) 

3 R:) - e,( b j  > R d c )  

where 
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R,d(b) is the turning point for the collision, while v,(b, r )  is the radial velocity for 
impact parameter b and radius T on molecular potential s, U, being the asymptotic 
limit U,( b, T -+ CO). The impact paramenter b, of the final state is related to that of 
the initial state by the angular momentum conserving relationship (E  + hc6)b; = 
Eb2,  where E is the initial collisional energy. 

Let k,(6) he the absorption coefficient from the initial molecular state to an 
excited E state, and let k , (6 )  be the absorption coefficient to a doubly degenerate 
excited It state with the same asymptote as the C state. We now assume that 
no interference occurs among transition paints of the same detuning, and that the 
quasistatic approximation gives the relative weighting of transitional probabilities at 
the Condon points R,. Some support for this is obtained from ancillary close-coupled 
quantal computations that demonstrated that C-TI interference had little effect on 
the kX,= coefficients; values obtained with and without E-Il coupling included in the 
calculations only differed by a few per cent. However, this is only true after summing 
the partial-wave contributions by which a great deal of randomizing cancellations 
occurred in the interference terms. Interference among transitions between the same 
potentials can have significant effects (e.g. the C satellite structure in the red wing), 
and is a drawback of the utilitarian quasistatic theory description used here. Yet, 
within this approximation, the Stokes parameter P(6)  for the degree of post-collision 
linear polarization b then given by [S,  131 

where, sctting f ( 6 )  = 2 k z / k n ,  

(4) 
= ['+ 6  COS(^,)) + &(cos(2Qn))l+ f(J)[& + &(cos (2nz ) ) l  

3 + i f ( 6 )  
By quasistatic theory (which assumes no coherence between transition events) the 

excitation rates are 

where b,,, = R ; [ l - V : / E ] 1 ' 2 ,  V; = V , ( R : )  and p; = w S (  R:), is the transitional 
dipole moment. 'the angle average in (4) then becomes 

(cos(qS2,)) = 2 ${cos [qQ, (b , ,R: ) ]  + c o s [ 9 ~ 2 ( b l , R ~ ) ] } 2 r r b d b  
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Wlth a change of the integration variable in which b is replaced by a scaled radial 
velocity at R,", 

R J Bieniek ei a1 

the averages of the rotational angles have the form 

1 

{ c o s [ q ~ ~ ( b , ,  R,")] + cos[qRZ(b,, R,")l} d z  (8) 

with 

b I- - ( E f h c 6  E ) 1 ' 2 m b , , , .  (9) 

Because the quasistatic approximation has been used to estimate the relative a n -  
trihution of individual impact parameters, interference effects are not incorporated 
into the weighting of rotational angles. However, the factors in front of the integrals 
should distribute the total absorption strength amongst multiple mntrihuting Condon 
points in a reasonably accurate way, no matter what the source of the absorption 
coefficients k,(6) employed to determine the ratio y(6) 

The only freedom one has in the lockingidecoupling radius model described here 
is the method by which the decoupling radius R,, is chosen. Urious methods have 
been suggested in the literature. Three different methods are reported here, hereafter 
referred to as ~ 1 ,  M2 and M3. The first two employ an adjustable constant p, which 
is expected to be near unity. The methods are given in the following. 

21. MI 
The accumulated phase difference between excited states is within a critical value p, 
of their asymptotic difference 

where AV*(?) is the potential difference between the excited states, and u, is the 
asymptotic velocity in the final state (see 111). 

22. M1 
An energy-uncertainty relationship suggested by Lewis el a/ [8] 

A similar criterion for the decoupling radius was derived by Grosser 1141, with b, 
replaced hy R,, in (11). Additional amputations showed that it produces results very 
similar to the Lewis definition @ut with different optimal values of p). In general, 
as p in methods MI and MZ is decreased, the decoupling radius R,, increases. This 
produces a decrease in polarization, because the rotation angle Q is larger. 
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23. ,U3 

An ‘exact’ definition of the decoupling radius [15, 161 is obtained by solving the 
coupled semiclassical equations for the time evolution of the electronic states along 
a classical path. The rotation of the excited molecular orbital is then accurately 
computed from its alignment angle up to asymptotic separation. Wlth this a unique 
E,, can be determined that reproduces this rotation angle in a classical trajectory 
under the assumption that the orbital rigidly follows the rotation of the intermolecular 
axis up to this point from whereon it remains space-fixed. This procedure has been 
described for the case of full collisions by Hertel et al [l] and was used in the 
present context to examine the concepts underlying the lockingidecoupling model 
[16]. There is no adjustable parameter p in this method. It should, however, be 
noted that the decoupling radius determined by ~3 is just an artifact extracted to 
make the connection with the locking/decoupling model. ?he solution of the coupled 
semiclassical equations is inherently superior to this model, since the locking radius 
model can be seen as an approximation to it. 

3. Ihe foundation of the lockingldecoupling model in the tlnmework of classical path 
theory of optical mllisions 

l l e  lockingidecoupling model introduced previously rests on a number of approxi- 
mations, of particular importance being: (a) the classical description, which uses a 
particular choicc of trajectories switching at the Condon points of the optical tran- 
sitions, and @) the sudden decoupling of angular momentum in the transition from 
the molecular to the atomic coupling cases. These assumptions, however, need to be 
discussed from a broader viewpoint. 

The classical trajectory approach employed is most naturally seen in the context 
of a full semiclassical description, e.g. by classical-limit quantum mechanics [17]. Such 
an approach requires one to find specific trajectories for a given transition and the 
coherent superposition of all resulting amplitudes. When applied to electronically 
inelastic collisions, the theory essentially reduccs to a classical description in regions 
where the couplings between the adiabatic states can be ignored. In regions where 
non-adiabatic couplings are critical, one could follow the trajectories to the complex 
intersection points of the adiabatic potentials to obtain the transition probabilities. 
Fbr the problem considered here, there are thus two crucial regions in the model. 
The first is at the Condon pints, which are the points of avoided crossing between 
the dressed molecular states. In this case, we will not use complex trajectories, 
and instead use real trajectories that switch from the ground to the excited state at 
exactly the Condon points. Studies of the validity of the classical path method (see 
e.g. [lS]) show that often a trajectory propagated under the action of a mean force 
F = (FlF2)1/2 is the optimal choice for the calculation of transition probabilities. 
Another choice used in the context of calculations of excitation spectra is formed 
by the mean force F = $(Fl  + Fz) [19]. The advantage of the present curve-, 
switching trajectories is that they also form a realistic description in regions far from 
the Condon points. They should, however, also give reliable results in the excitation 
region as long as the turning point is not close to the Condon point or the latter 
is classically inaccessible. The second region where the uncoupling of angular 
momentum from the internuclear axis occurs in the upper manifold. Here, however, 
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the detailed nature of the trajectory may mt be so critical because the potentials are 
usually small in such long-range regions and have little effect on the trajectory. 

Furthermore, the concept of a decoupling radius makes use of a number of implicit 
assumptions that are not valid in general. (a) The transition from the molecular to the 
atomic coupling case b described as a rotation of the orbital prepared by the optical 
transition. An important problem connected with this assumption is that, due to the 
typical curve crossing of the excited C and II terms, considerable additional mixing 
among these states may occur. This is then reflected in a change of the orbital shape; 
@) the decoupling region must be sufficiently localized; (c) an U pion' criterion similar 
to the ones mentioned earlier must be available to determine this region. Among 
the problems connected with @) and (c) is that such a generally applicable criterion 
does not exist. Approximate estimates are, however, ambiguous in the sense that 
they can only be qualitative, particularly when applied to typical systems involving 
neutrais, wnere the asymptotic degeneracy is cot iifted rapidiy enougn under thermai 
mllisions. In addition the criteria often have no unique solution for the typical non- 
monotonic potential difference between excited states; and (d) although spin is not 
relevant for a system like Sr-Ar, it is quite obvious that the concept of a localized 
decoupling must be questioned more carefully if other small interactions such as 
spin-rbit coupling intervene in the decoupling region, as in the study of alignment 
effects in alkali-rare-gas collisions [20, 211. 

In the following we will discuss the results of the decoupling model on the basis 
of more general classical path approaches, in which the approximations made in the 
model can be systematically investigated without giving up its classical content. In 
the framework of classical path theory an optical collision in a system like Sr-Ar is 
described by a %t of four coupled equations 

R J BTeniek et al 

for the non-dcgencrate ground state (i = 1) and the triply-degenerate excited state 
(i = 2 , 3 , 4  for the three components m = -1,O,  1) of the Sr atom. These equations 
were used by Light and Szoke [23] to study the effect of strong fields on Sr + Ar 
collisions. They chose the space-ficd (primed) frame for the electronic and radiative 
Hamiltonians to which the scattering boundary conditions and the optical field are 
naturally referenced. Thcsc electronic and radiative Hamiltonians are related to those 
in a body-rued (umprimed) frame by a transformation 

Here the rotation operator I? involves the instantaneous angles of the internuclear 
axis U,  4. Thc body-fixed matrix He' b diagonal with the ptential terms. The 
radiative coupling (in the dipole approximation) connects the ground level with the 
excited levels. As thc rotating wave approximation for the radiative interaction b 
used, its explicit time dependence is rcmoved by using molecule + radiation field 
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states instead of the states i. Then 

/ C , + h w  0 0 o \  

0 x 0  
He' = 

\ 0 o o n /  

In the molecular frame the electronic Hamiltonian k thus readily obtained from the 
potentials of the ground and excited states. The radiative interaction involves the 
" I J L I I I L . I I I C U y J  p u J C C L ' u L 0  V I  YIC q J d b C - L a * = u  UTlU r, dllU "IT "'l.II>II,",, ULpUlciJ tu, 

the two transitions. Equivalently, the classical path equations can be written in a 
body-fixed frame, in which the rotational coupling among the electronic states in the 
upper manifold is apparent. This approach will be followed here. 

The collision system itself has symmetry with respect to reflection by the mllision 
plane, as long as we can ignore the small contribution of the electronic angular 
mmentom tn Ihe =ti!  q p ! a r  momentom. ?.is b h p a ~ e ,  h the mstiofiz'! mop!ing 
operator [24] 

(15) 

:" t̂n..mrn .̂.̂  ...-:â +:r\"" ,.< *ha "..""- &"-?I C^tA m .̂.A .I.̂  ,I:..-,.." &... 

- ifi(jl(a/at*)Iz) = - b ( j I ~ , , I i )  + q i [ - ( j l ~ ~ l i )  cos B + (jIL,li)sin 01 
only the first term on the right-hand side is important. Equation (15) represents the 
Coriolis interaction 

where J and L are the total and electronic angular momenta, respectively. With the 
choice of the collision plane as the z z  plane the only significant contribution to J k 
from thc rotational angular momentum of the nuclei 1 = T x p which has no z and 
z components. As a consequence the rotational coupling affects only the in-plane 
component. 

The +/- symmetry is of no advantage for an arbitrarily oriented very strong 
optical field. However, if the optical field is not too strong (as is the case here), we 
can treat its componcnts parallel and perpendicular to the mllision plane separately. 
The mupled-path equations then reduce to WO independent sets of equations for the 

sy"eiry ases 
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and 

R J Bieniek et al 

In this limit of weak fields, the grount! state changes little, and c,(t) = 1 for all times. 
Here and in the following, the time dependence in the potentials enters through the 
trajectory. Tius V ( T j  is used instead of Viii iTj j .  A iurther simpiification occurs 
by noting that often the asymptotic (large R) value of the matrix element of L , ,  ie. 
(II+IL,IC) = i ,  may be used to a good approximation. 

These classical path equations with full radiative coupling between ground and 
excited States (referred in the following as the CPR equations) are solved here using 
the canonical trajectories that switch between these States at the Condon points. As 
discussed before, this is consistent with semiclassical theory. It is to be noted that 
using an averagcd potential 

v,,, = c c; c; v, (19) 
i 

to determine the uajectoly leads to unacceptable results, since this average potential 
is then, effectively, the ground-state potential. Like any method employing strictly 
classical trajectories, the actual implementation of the CPR equations is still somewhat 
ambiguous in the presence of multiple transition locations. For the near-red wing in 
the SI-AI system, there are three transition points R,(6), one for Il and two for C 
excitation. Each R, is further traversed on the incoming and outgoing motions of the 
system. Thus six different trajectories and rotation angles would result from switching 
at the different locations, and the phased contributions from all possible transition 
events would have to be properly combined. In this paper, we will, however, apply 
the CPR equations numerically only in the fairly clear-cut situation of the hlue wing, 
where a single R, for C cxcitation exists. Another p i n t  is the contribution from 
trajectories with impact parameters b > bmax for which the Condon point is no longer 

trajectories to switch potential at the outer of the two turning points of the radial 
motion. It proved sufficient for the present purpose to estimate the non-classical 
mntribution and to demonstrate convergence of the results. Note that this choice 
smoothly connects at bmax with the curve-switching trajectories introduced carlier for 

Since the optical field is present in the asymptotic region, a proper initial condition 
for the CPR equations is c,  = 1, with I denoting the dressed ground-state-like 
eigenstate of the separated atoms plus radiation field Hamiltonians. Likewise the 
transition amplitudes are defined for wansitions between dressed states. It was shown 
in 1251 that these amplitudes reduce to the usual weak-lield distorted wave description 
for h6 > P E .  Equations (17) and (18) are equally valid in the impact regime and 

Giycn the =!.tiofis of the cpR q.n,ua!ians f ~ r  !he three. snecific 

be determined directly from the corresponding multipoles, ie. without reference to 
a rotation angle. The procedure involves the rotation applied to field and the find 
atomic states between the collision and space-fixed frames and the averaging over the 
isotropic distributions of collision planes. With this respect it is completely analogom 
to the case of the rotation model [S, 121. ?he impact parameter averaging for the 

re3rhed c!assica!!yl A crude tlea!"! of this region was prformed by choosing &e 

b < b m w  

fie fzr G.cg$, 
directions of the field along the mordinate axes of the collision frame, ....-- the a (---- 'I can 
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CPR method proceeds however as usual, ie. without the inverse velocity factor U;' 
in (6) that accounts for the Uansit time through the Condon region in the rotation 
model. 

If one formally integrates the CPR equations, one notices that the transition from 
the ground state to the excited state predominantly occurs around the stationary-phase 
points 

hc6 = V'( R,) - V,( R,) (20) 

where R, are the Condon points for a vertical transition. For regions distant from the 
Condon pints, the radiative coupling term in (17) and (18) will have no cumulative 
influence. The coupled equations thus reduce to a second and more approximate 
form, when the radiative coupling is treated within the Condon approximation. In 
this approximation the optical transition occurs in a region around a definite Condon 
point and can be ignored from then on, and only the rotational mixing of the upper 
two terms still needs to be considered. This leads to the equations 

which are solved for an initial condition in which only the component U) which 
the Condon transition leads is non-vanishing. These classical path equations in the 
Condon approximation will be labelled CPC. The time dependence appearing in (21) 
6 solely determined by a trajectory in the upper state. As long as only a single 
Condon p i n t  b involved, the transition probability bom the ground to the Btcited 
state plays no role in calculating the polarization. Similar to the treatment of the 
lockingldecoupling radius model in section 2, one can use some supplemental method 
of weighting probabilities, e.g. quasistatic theory, in the case of multiple Condon 
points. The use of switched potentials for the calculation of numerical trajectories 
6 the obvious choice for the CPC method. Any reasonable averaging over the two 
excited states w u l d  produce only a marginal effect, since the potential in the region 
where strong rotational coupling occurs is typically of the order of 10 m-', and the 
trajectory b then no longer affected by it. The calculations reported here were thus 
performed with trajectories propagated at all later times on the excited state reached 
by the Condon transition. 

Some characteristic problems of the Condon approximation are apparent, e.g. 
when dealing with multiple stationary phase p in t s  and interferences between them. 
Even if there is only a single Condon point, the interference of amplitudes resulting 
from the two canonical trajectories must be considered. Its effect is, however, ex- 
pected to be of little importance, as the deflection functions of both trajectories are 
usually quite different. As in the classical decoupling model, only the motion after 
excitation will affect the results. 

This approach therefore forms the background for the more simplistic description 
underlying the rotational model for depolarization. Since the rotational decoupling of 
electronic angular momentum from the axis b likely to be described accurately by the 
cpc approach, it does not rely on the concept of a decoupling radius. Furthermore, 
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solving the CPC equations provides insight into the full motion of the orbital after 
excitation. In particular the rotation of the orbtital up to the fmal dissociation of the 
collision pair can he monitored directly by the 'alignment' angle 7 of the orbital [I] 

R I Beniek ef al 

(23) 

where 

The angle y defined by (23) is exactly the angle that is needed in a rotation model 
for depolarization; one may therefore circumvent the introduction of the decnup!iag 
radius. It is only for the purpose of making a connection with the classical model 
that we define an equivalent decoupling radius by the scheme shown in figure 1. Rdc 
k chosen to be at the intersection of the curyes describing asymptotic body-fixed and 
space-fixed behaviours. This expresses the condition that the rotation angle between 
excitation and decoupling is exactly equal to the rotation angle of the orbital between 
excitation and infinity [15] 

= e(&,) - @(R,)  = 7(m) - Y(Rc). (25)  

This equation is thus the defining equation for the 'exact' decoupling radius Rdc. 
Method ~3 uses the properties of the cpc solutions to determine this value, and may 
thus be seen as the most accurate representation of the locking/decoupling model. 

1.01 I 3 ,  I 

Figure 1. Delemination of an elleelive, semiclassically 'exact' deeoupling radius 6-om the 
clasical path slutions of the mlational mupling problem (melhod ha). 7he curves show 
the mtation of the whilal alter excitation (full mrve) and of the molecular axis (broken 
a w e ) ,  seen in eilher a space-lured (SF) U a body-tixed (BF) kame attached to the 
molecule. ?he &coupling mdius R d c  k defined ly the intersection d the dependencies 
for rigid mtalion d the uhi la l  wilh the axis (broken W N ~ )  and of mmplete dewupling 
in the asymptotic region (chain "e). For details see section 3. 

An understanding of the behaviour of the polarization seen in the near blue 
wing of the Sr-A_r system h obtained only after examinins the role of the two main 
features involved in the decoupling model calculations, ie. the Condon approximation 
and the choice of the decoupling radius. It will he shown kter that none of the 
mrious suggested methods to determine a decoupling radius lead to a reasonable 
reproduction of all the features seen in the spectra. An accurate analysis is, however, 
possible by using the more sophisticated CPR classical path description. 
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4. Numerical results 

b r  Sr-rare-gas collisions, there is a ground XC potential, and two relevant excited 
potentials, A l l  and BC. The numerical potentials employed here were the same ones 
used m the quantum computations by Julienne and Mies for the Sr-Ar system 161. 
lb test the rotational aspects of the semiclassical model, exact absorption coefficients 
from the quantum calculations were used to compute the ratio g(6) for the relative 
strength of the transitions to the two different excited states. Although the quantum 
coupled-channels method does not formally mnsider the A n  and B C  contributions 
separately, but rather as coupled, an effective k , (6 )  can be accurately obtained as 
twice the Q-branch absorption coelficient. The contribution of absorption to the B C  
state is just the quantum total absorption coefficient minus twice the Q-branch. These 
approximations were confirmed by computing the coefficients directly uing quantal 
distorted-wave methods on the An and BC potentials [ll]; the results agreed to 
within 1%. 

Sometimes there arise situations in which there are multiple values of the decou- 
pling radius that satisfy the criterion of MI or M2. In such cases, the outermost one 
has k e n  selected for Ed<. Furthermore, there are occasions on which the excitation 
radius k outside thc dccoupling radius. Under these circumstances, it has been as- 
sumed that rotation begins wnen rne excited-stare uajecrory reaches E,, jimpiying 
the rotation angle is zero for an outgoing excitation) [ll]. 

Figure 2 %distributed polarization P (Stokes prameler) a~ a function of deluning 6 for 
Sr-Ar a1 a mllisional energy of E = 500 m-'. The dols are mac1 quanlum mechanical 
wlues. labelled Q. The labels MI, m, MI rcfer 10 1he method wed to delermine the 
decoupling radius. The tine MI k far melhod 1, wilh PI = 0.75; U? refen to method 
2, with p2 = 1.5.  The line ~i h pncralcd ly method 3 which has no P prameter. 

Figure 2 displays the polarization for Sr+Ar collisions for an incident hea\y- 
particle collisional energy of E = 500 cm-'. The quantum results can be mnsidered 
exact, and are the references against which the various semiclassical results can be 
tested. Semiclassical polarization curves for the three methods of determining the 
dccoupling radius, with various values of PI and PZ, were computed and compared 
with the quantum results. (Subscripts on (3 and P( 6)  refer to the method employed 
to determine thc dccoupling radius.) b lues  of /3 of the order of unity (0.5-1.5) did, 
indeed, generate curvcs that are in good qualitative agreement with exact results- 
except for small detunings in the blue wing (6 > 0). (This discrepancy will be 
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discussed later.) Although there i$ a range Of values Of p for Mi and ta that are 
generally equally good, they fall within a width of only 0.5 for a given method. 
Increasing p increases the polarization (by pushing the decoupling radius to smaller 
values), while producing only minor changes in the shape of the polarization curves. 
The best overall results were obtained with pl = 0.75 for method M i  and pz = 
1.5 for MZ and these values were used in the graphical presentation of the results. 
Remarkably, however, method ~3 for determining R,, does not fare as well. This is 
""1y1IUIIIE)  LlllU v v L L I L I 0 " I I I L I )  &"I 1, w"L*yv,n"" w -1. -'ILL "~lllllll"ll ", "lr u&w"p,,,,g 
radius within the Condon approximation, without adjustable parameters (see (U)). 
This indicates that there is an inherent deficiency in the Condon approximation used 
by the decoupling-radius model. 

Semiclassical theories should be at their best at krger detunings, since these are 
definitely out of the impact regime and arise from vansitions to single potentials at a 

BE satellite in the red wing, and XC-BE in the blue wing. Because the XC-BC 
difference potential has an minimum, it &es rise to a classical red-wing satellite for 
detunings between about -40 and -10 an-'. (Note that in this detuning interval, 
there are three Condon points for each 6, one associated with the A n  state, and 
two for the BE state.) Tb obtain reasonable agreement in this detuning interval, 
we must choose pl = 0 .5475 ,  even though the polarization Pl (-200 an-') is 
now too large. (Values of p1 0.4 achieved agreement at 6 = -200 an-', but 
produced polarizations that were much too low for detunings near -30 an-'.) It B 
not surprising to see that all three decoupling-radius methods do well in predicting the 
polarization in the far-blue wing at 6 = +200 an-', a region characterized by only a 
single Condon point R,(6) for XC-B2E+ transitions. This agreement is due to the 
fact that the excited state C potential is essentially repulsive and tends to backscatter 
the particles into the direction from which they came. Thus the rotation angle entering 
the model remains at small values. It should be noted that the Stokes parameter h 
this region is not far from the zero-rotation-angle limit of 0.5 ( a @ )  = 0.4, see (4)). 

R J Bieniek et a1 
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Figure 3. Stokes pammeter for the polarization as calculated with ulc quantum wupled- 
channels melhod and ly the classical path methods with the Condon approximation (CPC) 
and without it (CPR). For the Llller cases, the mjectory was chosen 10 be on the upper 
c slate. 

In figure 3 we show in more detail that both the decoupling-radius model and 
the CPc calculations mmpletely miss the dip in polarization around the detuning 
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6 = +20 an-'. The O R  approach, however, reproduces this feature, implying that 
the fault does not lie in the semiclassical approach, but rather in the Condon ap- 
proximation. Since the quantal polarization rises at 6 = 0, one may expect that 
polarization hcreuses as adiabatic approximations break down as one enters the im- 
pact regime, which w u l d  not explain the large decrease at 6 = +20 an-'. give 
a plausible explanation of the dip, we note that k , / k ,  = 0.56 at 6 = 20 an-', 
implying antistatic (i.e. non-vertical, non-Condon) transitions to the A n  state are 
significant. in the a n d o n  approximation, no transitions to this state should occur, 
mntradiction to the actual situation. Absorption to the Il state even dominates for 
6 = 5 1 5  an-'. Since A n  transitions in the red wing produce a downward trend in 
polarization toward line centre, one may expect that the AI I  antistatic mntribution 
wuld  have a similar effect in the blue wing, causing the polarization to decrease 
more just before it rises in the Line core. Since antistatic effects should decrease with 
decreasing miiisionai energy [xi, poiarizations were recomputed at E = 200 an-'. 
For this energy, the ratio of absorption coefficients bas reduced to k , / k ,  = 0.14 at 
6 = +20 an-'. When compared with the value of 0.56 for E = 500 c n - I ,  one sees 
that the AII absorption has indeed decreased. The blue-wing polarization curves for 
the lower mllisional energy are displayed in figure 4, showing the improvement in 
the Condon approximation results and lending evidence to the explanation of the dip 
I1c II hnt<.,nnn .,"tie*.>+:,. ""A :-..Or, ,,UR,.*. - U U . . . , p L . L , Y . l  -L..I-.. Y I I I I I I L " L . C  ",,U " " p ' L - 1 ~ ~ 1 . " "  ",L"LL.,. 
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6 i c d i  

0.21 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
Figure 4 Blue wing d Sr-Ar ai a mllisional mer@ of E = Zoo an-'. The labels are 
rhe $%me a*, lhose in figure 2 

. The polarizations P(6) for several detunings were computed at mllisional en- 
ergies E ranging between w) and ux)o cn-' to ascertain the general ability of 
the decoupling radius model to track the energy dependence. The quantum and 
semiclassical results are compared in figure 5. The range of p, that produced good 
tracking narrowcd, the optimal p being 0.75 - a/4. However, it ms less good for 
P (+200 m-l) at a collisional energy of E = 2000 c n - I ,  due to the fact that 
the phase integral of MI has a hump at large R of height 0.744 at this energy for 
6 = +ZOO c n - l ,  As one adjusts p, about this vdlue, the decoupling radius suddenly 
jumps, increasing P from 0.402 to 0.465. This docs rcvcal the problem of the ambi- 
guity of multi-valued situations alluded to earlier. This, coupled with the sensitivity 
of P(6)  to changes in PI, indicates that refinements in determining the decoupling 
radius, even within the structure of the present methods, may yield significant im- 
provement. But cven in its present form, the model does predict the correct energy 
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Figure 5. The mllisional energy dependence of redistributed plarization in Ihe Sr-Ar 
system. ' h e  labels are lhe Same as those in figure 2 

uends; polarization increases with energy in the red wing, and decreases in the far 
blue. 

Tb investigate the mass dependence of polarization and the ability of the de- 
coupling radius model to handle it, quantum and semiclassical computations were 
mnducted on the Sr-Hp system, changing only the reduced mass to the appropriate 
d u e ,  while retaining the Same intermolecular potentials as the Sr-Ar system. In this 
way. the collisional reduced mass is the only changed parameter in the calculation. 
Although the Condon points for transitions and the potential surfaces do not change, 
the absorption coefficients, trajectories and decoupling radii are affected. The full 
polarization curves for Sr-He at a collisional energy of E = 500 cn-' are shown 
in figure 6 The exact and decoupling-radius results exhibit increased polarization in 
comparison to the SI-AI system. 

-40 0 40 80 200 
0 . 2 L  ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' #  

-200 -80 
6 [mill 

Figure 6 Rcdistlibuted polarization for Sr-He at a mllisional energy of E = 5 0 0  m-'. 
The labels are the Same as Ihose in figure 2 Also shown are results obtained with the 
CPR method. 

The exact and all semiclassical rcsults exhibit increased polarization in comparison 
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An understanding of the behaviour of the polarization seen in the near-blue wing 
h only obtaincd after examining the role of the main approximations involved in 
the model calculations. As discussed, none of the wrious choices of the decoupling 
radius leads to a uniformly acceptable reproduction of the polarization curves. The 
fact that some of them seem to do better must be seen as an artifact in a particular 
situation, dependent on adjustable parameters. It is important to remember in this 
context, that the exact orbital rotation angle, as calculated from the CpC solutions of 
(21) or from the equivalent decoupling radius obtained from them through M3, does 
not improve the agreement. 

However, one cannot blame the discrepancies solely on the approximations in- 
herent in viewing depolarization as coming from the rotation of an orbital after 

M1 -5-. M 1 .-*-i_. 
v.r--. - .- M 2 - M 2  . 

- 

6=-100cm-’ 6 = - 30 cm-’ 
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excitation. Although the cpC solutions of (21) retain more information than merely 
establishing a rotation angle through (25), their direct application to determine a(*) 
and P( 6) does not improve agreement, men though they correspond to a correct 
description of orbital mupling after excitation, within a classical path description of 
heavy-particle motion. However, very good agreement IKCUTS between quantal results 
and the radiatively coupled CPR picture, equations (17) and (18). This shows how the 
Condon approximation does, indeed, break down near the impact (free atom) regime 
of the resonance or where antistatic absorption ir, significant. it k surprising now far 
this region of invalidity can extend out from line centre. 

R J Bieniek el d 

5. Conclusions 
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polarization, and often good quantitative information. Generally, it correctly predicts 
trends due to changes in detuning, collisional energy, and mllision partners. The 
criteria that have k e n  proposed for the decoupling radius do produce reasonable 
values, using selection parameters (e.g. p)  in a narrow, expected range. There are 
situations, however, in which these critera do not yield dccoupling radii that produce 
mrrect p!arizations, s h the. energy m.nd for !ow redxed EIS .  7hough t h e e  
deficiencies may Seem to be correctable with the implementation of simple improve- 
ments in the formulae ued to determine the decoupling radius, such an approach 
may be rather dangerous, obscuring the real physics involved. The locking/decoupling 
radius model must fail in situations in which there are significant contributions from 
antistatic transitions or the line core. 

At least such a procedure should always bc compared with the reliable results of 
clasical path method with radiative coupling (CPR), which possesses the capability 
for analysing the significant and often conflicting influences of impact and antistatic 
effects. 'he  CPR equations have allowed a systematic study of the approximations 
involved in the concepts of Condon excitation and of a decoupling radius. 
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